
An Introduction



ABOUT US

Global-Golf-Links is a specialist golf concept creation, 
development and marketing consultancy that was founded 
by Nick Edmund and is based in the UK.

Nick Edmund practised law as a barrister in London before 
embarking on a career in golf - or as he puts it, swapping 
the Bar for the 19th hole. Nick is renowned for his writing, 
communication and strategic positioning skills – authoring 
more than 25 books on golf and helping to raise the profile 
of several leading golf destinations including Ballyliffin, 
pictured. He was also instrumental in the setting up of 
Faldo Design and was the company’s Managing Director for 
more than a decade prior to forming Global-Golf-Links. 

Since its inception, Global-Golf-Links has determined to 
work with commercial entities and charities located in 
diverse countries throughout the world. With a focus on 
developing unique concepts for golf clubs, resorts and 
other golf-connected projects, Global-Golf-Links enjoys 
partnering with a select group of internationally acclaimed 
architects and master planners, as well as working closely 
with brand creation, hospitality and tourism experts.  

"If you would not be forgotten as soon as you are dead and rotten, 
either write things worth reading, or do things worth the writing".

Benjamin Franklin
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“Creativity is allowing yourself to make mistakes. Art is knowing which ones to keep”.
Scott Adams  

As is evident from our logo, Global-Golf-Links is partial 
to diamonds. We marvel at the way they are discovered, 
extracted and then discerningly sorted. We admire how their 
polished final condition is skilfully achieved and elegantly 
presented. We like their enduring and inspiring nature.

During a near 30-year career in golf, Nick Edmund has 
utilised his writing and business development background, 
as well as detailed golf knowledge, to create a distinguished 
range of golfing publications and a variety of differentiating 
products for golf clubs and resorts around the world. He 
has also devised marketing and communication plans for
emerging golf destinations; and crafted and implemented
business development strategies for companies, brands 
and individuals involved in golf course design and related 
developments.

Global-Golf-Links (GGL) was established with the objective 
of refining some of the best of these ideas and experiences 
with a view to developing a globally-oriented selection of 
new golf-related products and concepts – some that are 
purely commercial in nature, and others having a charitable 
application or charity-linked dimension. In aspiring to 
realise these projects, GGL is partnering like-minded 
companies and individuals (based in the UK and overseas 
and from inside and outside the golf industry) with whom it 
is forging strong long-term relationships.  

CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT
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In order to advance certain golf development projects 
that Global-Golf-Links (GGL) is involved in, the company 
has formed an alliance with two of the world’s finest 
golf architectural practices, Steve Smyers Golf Course 
Architects (SSGCA) and Jansen Golf Design & Construction 
(JGD&C). GGL works with the former primarily in the 
Americas, and with the latter primarily in Asia - where 
a close association exists with leading Indian golfer Shiv 
Kapur.  The three companies also partner in Europe and 
Africa, where the strategic relationship is presented as 
Smyers-Jansen Global Golf Architects. 

A friend of Nick Edmund since 1993, Steve Smyers is a 
former USGA Executive Committee member and in 2015 
was elected President of the American Society of Golf 
Course Architects.  Florida-based SSGCA has an impressive 
portfolio of designs across the six continents, with many 
courses hosting major tournaments. GGL is currently 
working with the firm in the United States, Europe, and in 
both Central and South America.  

Nick Edmund has known South African Paul Jansen for over 
10 years, meeting him when he was managing Faldo Design 
and Paul was a Lead Architect. Nick regards Paul as one 
of golf’s most talented and creative young designers. GGL 
is presently working with JGD&C in southern Africa, the 
Indian subcontinent and various countries in South-East Asia. 

“ A great golf course moves you to alternating highs and lows. It excites you, thrills you, and 
even frightens you. In the end, a great golf course challenges the very best in you”.

Steve Smyers    

ARCHITECTS
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Golf Architect: Paul Jansen

Golf Architect: Steve Smyers
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“There’s a silver lining to every cloud that sails about the heavens, if we could only see it”. 
Anna Maria Hall

Golf is a generally affluent sport, with an estimated 50 
million participants worldwide. It is therefore not surprising 
that each year golf and golfers are capable of raising vast 
sums for various charities and good causes.

Alongside its commercial activities, Global-Golf-Links (GGL) 
is seeking to involve and expand its global network of like-
minded contacts and apply its skills in copywriting and 
marketing to create novel charity-focused programmes and 
campaigns. 

In addition to conceptualising such projects, GGL is 
producing schemes which, through the application of modern 
communication methods, will enable golfers to donate 
directly as well via golf clubs and through companies and 
organisations associated with golf.

In essence, the intention is to inspire the golfer, and 
harness the power of the sport, to help raise funds for 
good causes around the world.

As the saying goes, please watch this space!

CHARITY
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“The two words information and communication are often used interchangeably, but they 
signify quite different things. Information is giving out; communication is getting through”. 

Sydney Harris

In a world where there is (seemingly) so much more 
information to relay – and where there are (certainly) so 
many more channels of communication than ever before, 
volume and speed of communication are often considered 
essential. But accuracy and relevance are also important, 
as is impact.  Moreover within a business environment, the 
interest level and overall quality (as opposed to quantity) 
of the communication can be the proverbial ‘game-changer’. 

The formula is simple: 
impactful, interesting and insightful communication 

= 
differentiation + distinction. 

Global-Golf-Links, and the people we associate with, 
understand this and have a history of producing and 
delivering original, high quality communications.

It is often said that poor communication is responsible 
for the breakdown of relationships and that inadequate 
communication causes good ideas to stand still. It is equally 
true to say that good communication can build and strengthen 
relationships, and that inspirational communication can 
cause good ideas to take off – and fly in the right direction.

COMMUNICATIONS
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Brochure Design  
Michael Edmund/The Moving Finger

Principal Photographer 
Matthew Harris/The Golf Picture Library 

A Golfer's Desiderata is copyright     © Global-Golf-Links 2015

To find out more about us, visit our website www.global-golf-links.com  
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